



We…find…many…asymmetric… relations… from…an…object… to…another…object…of…n… objects,…
for…example,… a… trading…data…between…nations,… frequency…of… talking…of…n…persons,… journal…
citation…data…etc.…Tversky(1977)… reported… the…systematic…asymmetry… in…Morse…code…data.…
Then…we…want… to…explore… the…complex…relationship…of…n…objects… in…data…matrix…by…some…
models…and…methods.…Okada…and…Imaizumi…(1987)…proposed…a…non-metric…scaling…model…and…
method…for…analyzing…asymmetric…similarity…matrix.…This…model…consists…of…a…common…object…












proposed…a…non-metric… scaling…model… and…method… for…analyzing…asymmet-
ric… similarity…matrices.…As…Okada…and… Imaizumi’s…model…do…not…utilize…any…
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models…were…classified… into… two…types,…one… is…a…distance…based…modeling…and…the…other… is…
non-distance…based…modeling.…Constantine…and…Gower(1978)…proposed…a…decomposition…of…
asymmetric…matrix…to…symmetric…matrix…and…skew-symmetric…matrix.…Let… …be…a…asymmet-…
ric…similarity…matrix…of…size ,…where…n… is…number…of…objects…we…want… to…analyze.…A…
simple…decomposition…of…this…matrix…will…be
… … … …… …… … …………………………(1)
Then…the…matrix… …is…a…symmetric…matrix,…and…the…matrix… …is…a…skew…symmetric…matrix,
Chino(1978)…also…proposed…ASYMSCAL…model… in…which…he… try… to…represent… …and… …si-
multaneous.
… … …………………… … … …………………………(2)
This…model…represents…similarity… from…object… … to…object… …by…an… inner…product…between　
two…points… …and… ,… …and…by…an…outer-product…between…these… two…points　
.…Chino…extended…ASYMSCAL…model…to…GIPSCAL…model.…Harshman(1978)…
proposed…DEDICOM…model,
… … … … … ………… ,……… … … … …………………………(3)
where… … is… a… asymmetric…matrix… of… .…This…decomposition… is… in…general… form,… and…
Kier(1989)…proposed…an…algorithm…to… find…a… …and… … from…observed… .…These…approach…
is… based… on…decomposition… of… a… similarity…matrix.…And… the… other… approach… to… analyze…




unfolding…model.…Let… …be…dissimilarity…from…object… …to…object… ,
… … … … … … …… … … … …………………………(4)
And…let… …and… …be…two…points…in… ,…then…An…unfolding…model…assumes
… … … … ………… …………… … ……………………………………………………(5)
Young(1975)…proposed…a…weighted…unfolding…model,
… … … … …… … … …………………………(6)
And…Zielman…and…Heiser…(1996)…proposed…the…slide-vector…model,




… … … ……………………
where… …is…a…term…of…the…density…of…object… ,… …≥ 0.…Okada…and…Imaizumi(1987)…proposed…a…
radius-distance…model,
… … ………………………………………… …… … … …………………………(7)
The…radius… …is…the…relative…dominance…of…object… …over…the…other…objects.…
the… larger…dominant…object… … is,… the…smaller…the…radius…of…object… is.…So,… the…object… … is… less…
dominant…than…the…object… ,…and
… … … … … ………………
As… the…distance-based…model…assumes… the…relation…between… …and… …directly,…we…can…
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… … … ……………
This…model…is…a…restricted…model…of




… … … … ……………… … … … … …………………………(8)











Figure 1 . The Radius-Distance Model
and Heiser’s model 8 is an interesting model, but, is appropriate for the data source such
as frequency table only. And the self-similarity will be compounded by row-eﬀect and
column-eﬀect in their model. And we propose a asymmetric scaling model which handles
the diagonal elements of similarity matrix in this paper. Imaizumi(2012) proposed a model
for handling these diagonal elements. The proposed model assumed 1) similarity sjk showed
the degree of ﬂows of communication channels between two objects, and the asymmetricty







So, the log-transformed similarity will be
log(sjk) = −
(
d2jk − log(aj) + log(bk)− ck
)
.
This model is similar to that of Roij and Heiser, however, has the diﬃculty of the assumption
on communication channels that the squared distance assumed to decrease exponentially.
This assumption is too strict to analyze the asymmetric similarity by using a distance based
model in general. And we need to reconsider this proposed model.
Figure…1 .…The…Radius-Distance…Model










… … … … ………………………
So,…the…log-transformed…similarity…will…be





On Distance Based Modeling of the Diagonal Elements
We…assume…the…radius-distance…model…basically.…The…difference…of…similarities…between




… … … … … ………………
The…larger… …indicates…that…object… …will…be…an…object…bound…inward…from…the…other… …
objects.…We…extend…the…radius-distance…model… to…handle… the…self-similarity.…Let… …be… the…
relative…degree…of…the…dominance…of…object… …over…the…other… …objects,…and…be…defined…by
… … … … ………… ……… … … …………………………(9)
The…smaller… …indicates…that…object… …more…dominant…over…the…other… …objects.…And…the…
similarity…will…be…represented…by…a…modified…radius-distance…model,
… … … … … ……………………(10)
Then…we…want…to…obtain… …which…is…represented…as…a…decreasing…function…of… ,…especially
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a…monotonic…decreasing…function…of… ,…that…is




… … … …………… ,… … … ……………………(12)





How… to… derive… … is… one… key… algorithm… in… non-metric… scal ing… methods.… Let…
…be…a… set… of… similarity… from…object… … to… object… ,… and…
…be… the…corresponding…estimates.…We…seek… …such…
that
… … … …………………… … … … ……………………(13)
Unfortunately,…the…given… …did…not…satisfied…the…order…relation…in… .…Then…we…need…
to…improve… …as…they…satisfy.…We…introduce…the…disparities… …which…satisfy
… … … …………………… … … … ……………………(14)
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Start
Read proximity matrix.
Calculate the ranking number of each 
proximity in a matrix, average of these  
matrices of ranking, and symmetrize 
proximity matrix by averaging two 
conjugate elements.
Convert the proximity matrix to a scalar 
product matrix by double centering it, 
execute singular decomposition (SVD) of 
it.  Use this configuration as an initial X. 
Set the initial   r to 0.
1
Begin the iterative process.
2
2
Normalize X and mjk.
Calculate Loss(X,r).
Is further iteration 
needed ?
2
Stop the iterative process.







Update X by smacof 
procedure.
Update r by linear 
regression procedure.
Calculate disparities         .  
Symmetrize disparities
        .
mˆjk.
mˆjk
Figure 2 . Flow Chart of the proposed computational procedureFigure…2. …Flow…Chart…of…the…proposed…computational…procedure
And…the…loss…of…order…relation…is…defined…by
… … … … … … … ……………………(15)
How…to…derive… those…disparities… is… the…very… important.…We…emploies… …as…values…given…
by…PAVA…Isotonic…Regression…algorithm(de…Leeuw,…Hornik…and…Mair,2009).…The…original…
algorithm…was…given…by…Kruskal(1964).
The…procedure… to…estimate…model…parameters… is…an… iterative…optimization…procedure,…
and…each…optimization…consists…of… the…two…steps.…We…can…compute… … for…given… …and… …
and…Loss( ).…We…stop… the… iterative…optimization…process… in… the…case…of…Loss( )…being…
sufficiently…small.…But,… if… it…was…not,…we…need…to… improve… .…Before…applying…those… inner…
two…steps…for…improving,… …and… …are…normalized…such…as
… … … … … … … … … ……………………(16)
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The…first…step… is… to…update… …by…using…smacof…procedure… (Mair…and…de…Leeuw,2009).…
And…The…average…of…two…corresponding…two…pairs,
… … … … ………………
are…calculated.…Then…metric…smacof…procedure…is…applied…to…find… …which…minimizes
by…treating… …are…observed…dissimilarities.…Then,…the…second…step…is…to…update… .…Let… …be…
the…vectorized…deviates…of… …from… ,
where… .…And… …is…a…corresponding…design…matrix…of… …such…
Then…a…linear…least…squares…estimation…procedure…is…applied…to…update… ,
Application





List of 15 colas
Coke…decaf Coke…diet…decaf Pepsi…diet…decaf Pepsi…decaf Canfield
Coke Coke…classic Coke…diet Pepsi…diet RC…diet
Rite…diet Pepsi Private…label RC Wildwood













Coke…decaf… is… the… least…dominant…object…on…both…models.…And… it…has…the… largest…radius…on…
the…proposed…model,…it…will…be…changed…to…other…colas.…Figure…6…shows…the…ratio…of… …of…the…
proposed…model… to…that…of… the…radius-distance…model.…Coke…classic,Coke…diet,…Rite…diet…and…
Pepsi…show…the…higher…ratio… in…this…figure,… that… is,… those…object…will…be…relative…switchable…
colas.
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Figure 3 . Joint Configuration by the Proposed Model
Figure 3.…Joint…Configuration…by…the…Proposed…Model
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Figure 4 . Joint Configuration by the Original Model
Figure 4.…Joint…Configuration…by…the…Original…Model
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Figure 5 . Scatter Plot of Pairs of Radii
Figure 5.…Scatter…Plot…of…Pairs…of…Radii
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Figure 6 . Ratio of Corresponding rj
Conclusion
We proposed a modified radius-distance model for analyzing asymmetric similarity
matrix with diagonal elements. The self-similarity is accounted by the term the relative
dominance of each object. In application to the Brand Switching data of 15 colas, the
estimated rj indicates that Coke decaf and Wildwood may have less brand royalty than
others. This proposed model will be extended to analyze the two mode three way data
from several sources i, i = 1, 2, · · · , N , for example,
mijk = dijk − uirj + uirk, (17)
for j ̸= k, and




rk + rj), (18)
for j = k for each source i.
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